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fairer judgment of such men and grant them a greater
indulgence, when we begin to realize how hard it is to
translate into intelligible language what is perceived
within. Yet this indulgence must not be so liberal as to
exempt them altogether from the necessity of such ex-
pression. This could be only detrimental for such types.
Fate itself prepares for them, perhaps even more than for
other men, overwhelming external difficulties, which have
a very sobering effect upon the intoxication of the inner
vision. But frequently only an intense personal need can
wring from them a human expression.
From an extraverted and rationalistic standpoint, such
types are indeed the most fruitless of men. But, viewed
from a higher standpoint, such men are living evidence of
the fact that this rich and varied world with its overflowing
and intoxicating life is not purely external, but also exists
within, These types are admittedly onesided demonstra-
tions of Nature, but they are an educational experience
for the man who refuses to be blinded by the intellectual
mode of the day. In their own way, men with such an
attitude are educators and promoters of culture. Their
life teaches more than their words. From their lives, and
not the least from what is just their greatest fault, viz.
their incommunicability, we may understand one of the
greatest errors of our civilization, that is, the superstitious
belief in statement and presentation, the immoderate
overprizing of instruction by means of word and method,
A child certainly allows himself to be impressed by the
grand talk of its parents. But is it really imagined that
the child is thereby educated ? Actually it is the parents'
lives that educate the child—what they add thereto by
word and gesture at best serves only to confuse him. The
same holds good for the teacher. But we have such a
belief in method that, if only the method be good, the
practice of it seems to hallow,the teacher. An inferior

